On the afternoon of April
2, 1968, the Bronx lost one of its
iconic structures. Its loss is
somewhat symbolic of the
devastation that the Bronx was
about to incur. Fire duty in the
Bronx was on a sharp increase
throughout the 1960s and into
the 1970s. Two days after this
fire, Dr. Martin Luther King was
assassinated which brought riots to many neighborhoods of New York City. In this
essay, we will look at the history of this building, its construction, and the fire
itself. It is known as the “Bronx Borough Hall Fire.”
The Bronx Borough Hall was set on a bluff in what was then part of
Crotona Park. It had two street fronts, one on East Tremont Avenue and the
other on Third Avenue. It was a three-story building that was made of “Mill
Construction”. It had masonry bearing walls. The exterior walls were yellow brick
with brown terra-cotta. The interior had an 8-10-foot wide open interior
stairway. It also had moveable wooden walls to accommodate future needs of
the structure. The outer walls had gas, electric and water lines enclosed, which
was modern for the time of construction. Each floor had
brick vault for the purpose of preserving
records. The interior wall
coverings were
wainscoting and
yellow pine.
Yellow pine

was considered a “slow burning” wood. The floors were wood planking with a
finished tongue and groove flooring on top of that. The floor was six-inches thick.
In 1891, the Bronx was not a borough yet. It was
known as the “Annexed District of Manhattan”. With the
rapid growth of the area, the Annexed District was given an
elected office, “Commissioner of Street Improvements”. In
1895, more land was annexed for the future borough. The
Commissioner of Street Improvements and his staff needed
an office. An architect was selected for the project, Mr.
George B. Post. Mr. Post was the architect that designed the
Williamsburg Savings Bank building. The
building was designed in the “renaissance
style”. The Commissioner’s office was to be on
the second floor on the southwest side of the
building.
The building was completed in
1897. Soon after the building was completed,
an addition was added and was connected to
the second and third floors of the original
building. It was originally known as “The Public
Building in Crotona
Park”. It was re-named
“The Bronx Borough
Hall” in 1898. It was the
center of public life in
the area. In 1909, it was
decorated with flags and
bunting to celebrate the
“Hudson-Fulton
Celebration.” (This was
a celebration of the
300th anniversary of
Henry Hudson

discovering the Hudson River and the 100th anniversary of Robert Fulton’s
invention of the commercial paddle steamer.) In 1899, a grand exterior stairway
was added to the Third Avenue side that gave access to the borough hall. That
stairway is the last remnant of the classic building.
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The Borough of the Bronx was created in 1898. The
Bronx Borough Hall pre-dated the Borough of the Bronx itself. Its
last Commissioner of Street Improvements was Louis F. Haffen.
He was elected to be the first Bronx Borough President.
The Bronx Borough Hall had all borough offices
except the Parks Department with offices in the building.
Passengers on the Third Avenue Elevated Train had a clear view of the grand
building as the train approached the Tremont Avenue station. The Borough Hall
was nearly the same level as the elevated train.
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The Bronx Borough Hall was either loved or despised by those in
government. In 1909, Bronx Borough President Louis F. Haffen called the Bronx
Borough Hall “totally inadequate” because it was impossible to enlarge. Louis
Haffen would later have to resign due to a scandal that he used construction
projects to skim money.
The last Borough President to finish his term of office
at the Borough Hall was Henry Bruckner. In 1934, the new Bronx
Borough President, James J. Lyons, moved his office to the Bronx
County Building on the Grand Concourse. The building at Third
and Tremont would now be called “The Old Borough Hall”. On
April 25, 1934, the 39-year-old building was taken over by the
“Sinking Fund”. Slowly, Bronx Borough offices would move to the
building at 1780 Grand Concourse.
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In 1964, the “Golden Jubilee” was held in
the Bronx to celebrate its history. A committee was formed headed by Roger
Acara to save the “Old Borough Hall” from demolition. By the end of 1964, the
only borough office that was still in the building was the Marriage License Bureau.
On February 11, 1965, the Department of Public Works wanted
responsibility for the Old Borough Hall transferred to the Commissioner of Real
Estate. It was feared that this was the first step of the demolition of the building.
Public support was mobilized. Petitions were signed. Bronx newspapers had
favorable editorials about keeping the Old Borough Hall. Possible uses of the
building were a library, a museum, or a civic center. A man named Henry Keifetz
was the leader of the East Tremont Neighborhood Association (ETNA). ETNA
wanted the land for an indoor recreational facility. The Parks Department was an
adversary to keep the Old Borough Hall. They wanted the park land.
On April 8, 1965, the Board of Estimate took control of the Old
Borough Hall. On April 19, 1965, Mayor Robert F. Wagner formed the “Landmarks
Preservation Commission”. The Landmarks Preservation Commission had their
first public meeting on September 21st. Twenty-eight buildings that were in
danger of being demolished and were recommended for landmark status.
While the Landmarks Preservation Commission deliberated the future
of the Old Borough Hall, the Marriage License Bureau moved out. They moved to
1780 Grand Concourse. The Old Borough Hall was now a vacant building. Efforts
to secure the building from vandals were futile. The New York City Fire
Department (FDNY) went to the building frequently for small fires that were
intentionally set.
On October 30, 1965, the New York Times announced that the Bronx
Borough Hall had been declared a landmark. The Landmarks Preservation
Commission stated: “It is apparent that the retention of the Old Borough Hall is a
matter of great concern to the citizens of the Bronx.” The newly elected Bronx
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Borough President, Herman Badillo, made a
statement that he would like to move his office
back to the Old Borough Hall. The Old Borough
Hall was the first Bronx building to be
designated as a landmark. In order for this
proclamation to be finalized, the Board of Estimate had to affirm the landmark
status within 90 days.
The 90-day deadline came on January 27, 1966. The Parks
Department still stood in opposition to the designation. They stated that the
building was badly deteriorated. On the last day of the 90-day period, at the
recommendation by the newly elected Bronx Borough President Herman Badillo,
the Board of Estimate voted “no, without prejudice”. The landmark status for the
Old Borough Hall was taken away at the last minute.
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On the afternoon of April 2, 1968, a Police Officer
from the 48 Precinct was on a foot post at the
corner of East Tremont Avenue and LaFontaine
Avenue. The Police Officer’s Sergeant stopped to
take a mark (“taking a scratch”) in his memo book.
In the time it took to have is memo book signed
and speak to his Sergeant, he looked up and saw
the entire top floor of the Old Borough Hall in
flames. He went over to the fire alarm box on the
corner and “snapped” the handle. Bronx Box 2979
was transmitted to the Bronx Fire Alarm
Dispatchers. Engines 46, 88, 45, Ladders 27, 38,
and Battalion 18 were on the alarm box
assignment.
The firehouse for Engine 46 and
Ladder 27 was a couple of blocks away from the
Old Borough Hall. Firefighter Ray Henderson from
Ladder 27 arrived for duty for the night tour before
the fire. He went upstairs in the firehouse to take
a shower. While he was upstairs, smoke from the
fire drifted across East 176 Street and was entering
the firehouse.
Ladder 27 was out of quarters on
evaluations at the Fire Academy. They were on
their way back to their firehouse at 453 East 176
Street. Captain Jack Miley was working in Ladder
27. A tremendous amount of smoke was
generated by this fire. The smoke plume could be
seen from Melrose to Highbridge to Fordham.
Ladder 27 arrived first at the fire. Captain Miley
transmitted a second alarm on arrival.

Firefighter Frank Pellici was the
Chauffeur of Ladder 27 for the tour. He
was able to position his apparatus so the
ladder pipe could be used. Ladder 27 used
their bed ladder pipe in addition to their
standard ladder pipe. A hose line relay had
to be employed due to the lack of hydrants near the fire building.
Engines 46, 88, 45, and 42 had the task of getting water to the fire in
addition to deploying their multiversal nozzles on the fire.
On April 2, 1968, there were no Tower Ladders in the
Bronx. Tower Ladder 14 had to be special called from Harlem for this
fire. A third alarm was transmitted, then a fourth alarm. Chief of
Department John T. O’Hagan responded to the fire.
After the fire was finally knocked down with the large
caliber streams, hand-held hose lines were stretched for the massive overhaul
mission that had to be accomplished. In 1968, there were no power saws as
standard equipment on FDNY Ladder Trucks. Firefighter Ray Henderson would
recall that the 6-inch thick wood flooring had to be cut with axes. This was an
arduous task. FDNY units were on the scene throughout the night.

This was a
spectacular fire.
Those who
responded to it
remembered it
well. It was a
day where one
of the most
iconic buildings
in the Bronx
was destroyed
by arsonists.
The fire was not
reported in any
of the major
newspapers.

After the fire, the Board of Estimate declared the Old Borough Hall as a hazard
and ordered it to be demolished. Demolition of the building was started in midDecember of 1968. Heavy equipment was used to demolish the building so few
remnants of the building remain. A single yellow brick from the façade of the
building is kept in the collection of the Bronx Historical Society. Demolition was
completed in February of 1969. An indoor recreational facility was never built.
With the construction of the Cross Bronx Expressway, Crotona Park
where the Old Borough Hall stood was split. The area where the Old Borough Hall
once stood is now known as Tremont Park.
The only structure that remains from the Old Borough Hall is the
ornate stairway that is on Third Avenue south of Tremont Avenue. If you climb
the stairway, it leads to a flat, grassy area of the park. Today, it is a beautiful
stairway that leads to nowhere. It used to be a grand entrance to the Bronx
Borough Hall.

Mill Construction is sometimes
referred to as Heavy Timber construction.
In order for a building to
be considered heavy timber, a
column in its smallest
dimension, cannot be less
than eight inches, not less
than six inches for girders or
beams.
A benefit to mill
construction is that there are
no voids. Hose streams can
strike the structural
elements
without pulling
ceilings.

Heavy timber
structures usually have wide
open spaces and
combustible wood interiors.
The Bronx Borough Hall
had wooden floors,
was an open space
with wooden partition
walls, and it had open
and unenclosed interior
stairways.
If making an initial interior attack on a mill construction building, a 2
½ inch hose line should be used. It should also be backed-up by a second 2 ½ inch
hose line. The reasons are the reach of the stream and the extinguishment
capability of the additional water that the 2 ½ inch hose lines bring to the fire.

High ceilings are prevalent in mill construction buildings. Undetected
high heat could be gathering near the ceilings. This, in addition to the uncompartmented occupancies, may allow firefighters to advance to the point
where it may be difficult to escape.
Another benefit to mill construction is the size of the structural
elements. They are large and difficult to ignite. As compared to unprotected
steel, the heavy timber building may fair better. Unprotected steel loses 40% of
its strength at 1100 degrees fahrenheit. The heavy timbers will char which
initially insulates the interior portions of the wood from the heat.
The term “slow burning” is misleading. A building can have slow
burning characteristics as long as a fire department can conduct an interior
attack. If the fire cannot be extinguished quickly, the term “slow burning” might
as well be substituted for “long-sustained combustion.”
The only true protection for a mill
construction building is an automatic sprinkler
system. Fire in these buildings can be beyond our
capabilities for an interior attack on arrival in a nonsprinklered building. If a building is equipped with a
sprinkler system, make sure the sprinkler Siamese is
supplied by a fire department pumper. A large fire
can overwhelm a sprinkler system water supply.

Mill construction buildings have
masonry walls. Most beams and girders that
attach to the masonry walls have “fire cut”
beams. A fire cut beam has wood cut out at the
wall connection point so it doesn’t act as a lever
on the masonry wall upon failure.
No matter what the size of the
structural elements of the mill construction building, it is only as strong as its
connection points. When failure occurs, the connections is usually where it
happens. While on building inspection, pay close attention to the connection
points.
If a mill construction building becomes fully involved in fire, radiant
heat and flying brands become a serious consideration for exposures. A situation
could develop that could become a conflagration. A fire in a fully-involved mill
construction building that has many windows, can endanger buildings 80-90 feet
away from radiant heat.
At a fully involved mill construction building, wall collapse is a real
possibility. Tower Ladder apparatus operating their master stream should
position at the corners of the building and flank the fire. Collapse zones should be
established. Masonry walls can fall in a 90-degree angle collapse. These walls can
fall equivalent to the height of the building. Once a change in strategy is

implemented from offensive to defensive, move the apparatus away from the
building. In addition to the collapse hazard, the danger of radiant heat igniting
fire apparatus is present.
In Vincent Dunn’s book “Building Construction-The Firefighter’s
Battlespace”, he addresses the collapse danger of mill construction buildings:
“Firefighters must know the collapse danger of a burning building becomes
greater the longer the fire burns. The greatest collapse danger is after a fire
because:
1. The fire has destroyed the infrastructure-columns and girders.
2. The force of the powerful streams used to extinguish the fire has
weakened the masonry walls.
3. There is a build-up of water weight absorbed into wood and
plaster on floors that can increase thee dead load.”
Withdraw of firefighters from a mill construction building and
changing strategy to a defensive attack should be considered if there is fire on
two or more floors and the attack hose lines are not making any progress.
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